WVD Security &
Compliance Assessment
Why WVD Security & Compliance
Assessment?
Customers need to strengthen the security and access
mechanisms of their WVD deployments as they are
governed by corporate policies (compliance, regulations
etc.). This is a crucial step in the WVD implementation.

One-Stop Solution - Wintellisys WVD Manager
Wintellisys WVD Manager can help you perform a complete assessment of your existing WVD environment without
spending much time. The built-in Security & Compliance Manager is designed to provide a complete view of
security & compliance status of your WVD environment.

Report Missing
Patches

Report VMs Missing
Antimalware

Wintellisys WVD
Management Solution can
report on missing patches on
WVD Session Hosts. The
WVD Manager provides you
a list of Session Hosts have
not been patched since last
7 days.

Antimalware Solutions
must be deployed on
Session Hosts in order to
run a secure environment.
WVD Manager is capable
of reporting on VMs that
need to be installed with
Antimalware Solutions.

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING

“The people at Wintellisys helped us evaluate
Azure Windows Virtual Desktop technology.
They really wanted to work with us and get us up
`running. ”
– TruGreen, Senior Engineer

Report Sessions
Hosts with Old Agent
Session Hosts must be
regularly updated with new
RDS Agent is released. WVD
Manager can report on
Session Hosts using old RDS
Agents.

Learn More
Wintellisys, INC
www.wintellisys.com
Support@wintellisys.com
123-456-7890

Why Azure Windows Virtual
Desktop With Wintellisys?

Windows Virtual Desktop is a comprehensive desktop and app
virtualization service running in the cloud. It’s the only virtual
desktop infrastructure (VDI) that delivers simplified
management, multi-session Windows 10, optimizations for
Office 365 ProPlus, and support for Remote Desktop Services
(RDS) environments. Deploy and scale your Windows desktops
and apps on Azure in minutes and get built-in security and
compliance features.

Why Deploy Azure Windows
Virtual Desktop?
Deliver the only multi-session
Windows 10 virtual Desktop
Experience
Provide your users with the only multisession Windows 10 desktop virtualized in
the cloud that’s highly scalable, always up
to date, and available on any device.

Wintellisys
Benefits
Manage Every Aspect Of
Your WVD
Manage every aspects of your
WVD environment by using our
Cloud Console/Software.

Real-Time Dashboard
Enable optimizations for Office
365 ProPlus
Deliver the best Office 365 ProPlus
experience, with multi-session virtual
desktop scenarios to provide the most
productive virtualized experience for your
users.

Deploy and Scale-In Minutes
Quickly virtualize and deploy modern and
legacy desktop apps to the cloud in
minutes with unified management in the
Azure portal.

Single Cloud Console/Software to
view real-time dashboard such as
Active Sessions, FSLogix Health,
Session Hosts Health and so on.

Robust Auto-Scaling
Mechanism
Robust Auto-Scaling Mechanism
helps in reducing the
Infrastructure cost by turning off
VMs when not needed.

Wintellisys is a Microsoft Gold partner, Our team is experienced and trained on Microsoft tools and capable to provide end to end solution for all Azure
Deployments. We can provide the complete framework around your Azure instance with Wintellisys’ s Managed Azure service. This includes both Assessment
deployment and Management.

Learn more: www.Wintellisys.com

